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Abstract: Particular attention was paid to holding various competitions in the system of secondary special education in Uzbekistan, 

increasing the effectiveness of spiritual and educational activities, various competitions among students of secondary schools to study 

our rich history, heritage, values and traditions. The main focus of the work in this direction is to increase the effectiveness of spiritual 

and educational activities, to find a way to the heart of each student. 
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Relevance. The role of spirituality in society and the state is 

incomparable. The future of any country depends primarily on 

the spiritual maturity of young people. As the First President of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan IA Karimov noted, “spirituality is 

an incomparable force that calls a person to spiritual 

purification, growth of the soul, strengthens the inner world, 

will, faith and awakens the conscience . 

During the years of independence, in the process of educating 

young people in all types of educational institutions, along with 

educational work, strong attention was paid to spiritual and 

enlightenment education. This area has become one of the main 

directions of the educational process. In particular, in the 

system of secondary special vocational education, the issue of 

spirituality was given great importance, and in each lesson the 

main task was to form in the minds of students a spirit of love 

and devotion to the motherland, cultural riches and respect for 

ancient history. 

 

The results of the study Special attention was paid to the 

organization of various competitions among students of 

secondary schools to study our rich history, past heritage, 

values and traditions. The main focus of the work in this 

direction is to increase the effectiveness of the spiritual and 

educational activities, to find a way to the heart of every 

student. 

Much attention was paid to explaining to young people the 

essence of the ongoing campaign in Uzbekistan against various 

forms of international terrorism and religious extremism, which 

today pose a serious threat to humanity. For example, during 

1998-2005, 45 normative and legal acts on the organization of 

spiritual and educational work in secondary special vocational 

education institutions were developed and put into practice. 

From 1991 to 2016, work plans were developed in the field of 

spiritual and enlightenment in secondary special education 

institutions in cooperation with the Central Council of the 

Kamolot Youth Movement, the Republican Spiritual and 

Propaganda Center, the Mahalla Charitable Foundation, and the 

Family Research and Practice Center. Kamolot Youth Social 

Movement, in cooperation with the Ministry of Justice, the 

Supreme Court, the Ministry of Public Education, the Ministry 

of Internal Affairs and the National Television and Radio 

Company, organized a "Do you know the law?" The 

competition was held. The Ministry of Public Education in 

cooperation with the Institute of History of the Academy of 

Sciences of the Republic of Uzbekistan "Do you know history?" 

examination was held. In addition, the contests "Song Festival 

of Uzbekistan", "Shunkorlar", "Cheerful and smart", "Youth 

against drugs", "We are against AIDS and drugs" were also an 

important factor in shaping the spirituality of young people. The 

1000th anniversary of the epic "Alpomish", the anniversaries of 
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Imam Al-Bukhari, Ahmad Fergani, Burhaniddin Marginoni, 

Zahiriddin Muhammad Babur, the 1130th anniversary of Abu 

Mansur Al-Moturudi, the 560th anniversary of Alisher Navoi 

and other such great scholars were widely celebrated in 

educational institutions. 

On February 18, 2005, the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic 

of Uzbekistan adopted the "Target Program for the education of 

students of secondary special vocational education institutions 

in the spiritual and moral spirit, based on the rich national, 

cultural and historical traditions, customs and universal values." 

Within the framework of this program, the national holiday 

"Navruz", "May 9 - the Day of Remembrance and Honor", the 

Independence Day of the Republic of Uzbekistan and "October 

1 - the Day of Teachers and Coaches", the Constitution Day and 

other holidays are celebrated in secondary special educational 

institutions. events, auditions were organized on a large scale. 

Such events have played an important role in instilling in the 

minds of students respect for our rich national values, cultural 

and spiritual heritage. For example, in order to properly prepare 

for the national holiday "Navruz" and hold it at a high level, on 

March 10-11, 2007 in educational institutions was held a 

national hashar. 931.9 thousand teachers and students took part 

in the hashar. 1674.2 hectares of land attached to the territories 

of educational institutions and local governments were 

improved, 2190.6 tons of household and construction waste 

were removed, 912.2 km of canals and ditches were cleaned, 

and 189 shrines and cemeteries were improved. In addition, 

10,592.8 square meters of buildings were repaired by hashar. 

115644 ornamental, 85410 seedlings of fruit trees and 143317 

flower seedlings were planted for the purpose of landscaping of 

educational institutions and their surroundings. 

It has become a tradition to hold a competition on the theme 

"Navruz and values" among talented students of professional 

colleges and academic lyceums in cooperation with the Public 

Foundation "Mercy and Compassion" dedicated to the national 

holiday "Navruz". The competition was held in four stages, the 

first stage in educational institutions, the second stage in the 

districts. The third stage was held in the regions and the last 

fourth stage was held in Tashkent. For example, on April 27-

28, 2013, the republican stage of the competition was held at 

the Tashkent Pedagogical College, and in 2014 at the 1st 

Tashkent Pedagogical College. 

Youth festivals and celebrations held under various slogans 

have a special place in the formation of a sense of patriotism in 

the minds of students. The events of January 14 - Defender of 

the Fatherland Day, May 9 - Day of Remembrance and Honor 

were especially important. Among the students of vocational 

colleges and academic lyceums, these holidays are celebrated 

every year in a very high spirits. In June 2005, the Start Stadium 

(NBU) in Tashkent hosted a youth festival with the 

participation of university students and students of secondary 

special education under the motto "The Uzbek people will never 

depend on anyone." On July 7, Andijan hosted a youth festival 

with the participation of students and pupils of higher and 

secondary special education of the region, which was attended 

by more than 15,000 young people. 

In 2013, the essay contest "Let there be no war in the world" 

among students of professional colleges and academic lyceums 

of the republic, dedicated to "May 9 - Day of Remembrance and 

Honor" was held in four stages. The republican stage of the 

competition was held on June 6-7, 2013 at the Bukhara 

Professional College of Oil and Gas Industry. It is noteworthy 

that the participants of the competition were organized trips to 

the historical and sights of Bukhara. 

In the system of secondary special education, part of the 

spiritual and educational activities was focused on health, 

assistance to the poor, the fight against drug addiction. In this 

regard, events were held in every educational institution in the 

country. Measures have also been taken to improve the health 

of students in secondary special and vocational education 

institutions. Medical centers have been set up in educational 

institutions, and roundtables and meetings have been held with 

the participation of medical staff on the prevention of various 

diseases, hygienic education and other topical issues. In 2005, 

670,929 students underwent medical examinations, of which 

223,550 were found to be sick students. 112678 of them were 

taken under the control of the dispensary, a total of 167626 

students were rehabilitated.  

A total of 918 Ibn Sino Health Enlightenment Centers were 

established in the Republic of Karakalpakstan, regions and the 

city of Tashkent, and advanced training courses were organized 
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for their leaders from May 30 to June 20, 2005 in cooperation 

with the Ibn Sino International Foundation. trained leaders. 

On May 17, 2007, specialized vocational colleges for people 

with disabilities were established,  including the Republican 

Vocational College for the Disabled in Tashkent and the 

Fergana Social Welfare Vocational College, which was granted 

the status of a “Specialized Vocational College”. In 2007, 

92686.0 thousand soums were allocated for the organization of 

free meals for students in these educational institutions. Free 

meals were also provided at the Mirzo Ulugbek Industrial 

Vocational College in Tashkent. 

Resolution No. 247 "On approval of the norms of financial 

support for orphans and children left without parental care, 

studying in secondary special, vocational education institutions 

and fully supported by the state." As part of the implementation 

of this decision, on the eve of the national holiday "Navruz" in 

cooperation with the Fund "Mercy" provided financial 

assistance in the amount of 19.78 million soums  to 1859 

children from low-income families, the disabled and students 

left without parental care. 

In 2007, in collaboration with the Mehr-Muruvvat Foundation, 

an essay contest was held among students of secondary special 

education institutions on the theme “Healthy mother - healthy 

child”, which was attended by more than 37,000 students of 

academic lyceums and professional colleges. 

Teachers of educational institutions held 317 roundtables and 

dialogue evenings in the mahallas where educational 

institutions are located on the following topics: “The one who 

works hard sees generosity”, “The tradition of our generous 

fathers”, “No less honoring the people”, “Every day and 

everyone should do good”. This played an important role in 

educating the youth. 

34,000 students from 74 secondary special and vocational 

education institutions in Tashkent visited the museums "History 

of Uzbekistan", "History of Timur and the Temurid state", 

"Victims of Repression", "Martyrs' Memory". The organization 

of classes in the form of open lessons in these complexes 

allowed students to objectively analyze the history of our 

country. 

So. Given the high role of spirituality in the development of 

society, this issue has also been given great importance in the 

secondary education system. The main task in the minds of 

students is to form a spirit of love and devotion to the 

motherland, cultural riches and respect for ancient history. It 

has become a tradition to hold various competitions among 

students to learn about our rich history, past heritage, values and 

traditions. The annual celebration of Navruz, Remembrance 

and Respect Day, Independence Day and October 1 - Teachers 

'and Coaches' Day in educational institutions has become an 

important factor in the formation of national values in the minds 

of students. 
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